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1   Introduction 

AmI presents a vision of a not too distant future where “intelligent” environments 
react in an attentive, adaptive and (pro)active way to the presence and activities of 
humans and objects in order to provide appropriate services to the inhabitants of these 
environments. It is an emerging field of research and development that is rapidly 
gaining wide attention by an increasing number of researchers and practitioners 
worldwide, and in Europe in particular [1]. Additionally, the notion of AmI is 
becoming a de facto key dimension of the emerging Information Society, since many 
of the new generation industrial digital products and services are clearly shifted 
towards an overall intelligent computing environment. 

From a technological point of view, AmI targets to distribute, embed, coordinate 
and interactively deliver computing intelligence within the surrounding environment. 
AmI technologies integrate sensing capabilities, processing power, reasoning 
mechanisms, networking facilities, applications and services, digital content, and 
actuating capabilities distributed in the surrounding environment. AmI will have 
profound consequences on the type, content and functionality of the emerging 
products and services, as well as on the way people will interact with them, bringing 
about multiple new requirements for the development of the Information Society 
(e.g., [2, 3, 4]). While a wide variety of different technologies is involved, the goal of 
AmI is to either entirely hide their presence from users, or to smoothly integrate them 
within the surrounding context as enhanced environment artifacts. This way, the 
computing-oriented connotation of technology essentially fades-out or disappears in 
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the environment, providing seamless and unobtrusive interaction paradigms. 
Therefore, people and their social situation, ranging from individuals to groups, be 
them work groups, families or friends and their corresponding environments (office 
buildings, homes, public spaces, etc) are at the centre of the design considerations. 
The notions of Universal Access and Design for All (DfA) are central to this vision, 
since AmI aims at providing implicit, unobtrusive interaction by putting people, their 
social situations, and the corresponding environments at the centre of design 
considerations [2]. 

AmI is a particularly complex, multifaceted and demanding scientific domain, 
requiring the presence and seamless integration of most of the key technologies 
existing today, thus posing numerous challenges in several research areas, and 
requiring large scale experimentation, as well as continued collaboration of 
researchers and practitioners. The Institute of Computer Science (ICS) of FORTH is 
creating a large-scale, state-of-the-art AmI Facility, targeted to support research, 
experimentation and multidisciplinary scientific collaboration at an international 
level. Such a facility is intended, amongst other things, to support the establishment 
and conduct of a line of research targeted towards the provision of Universal Access 
to AmI technologies and environments. This paper, after briefly presenting the main 
characteristics of the AmI Facility currently under development, offers a preliminary 
discussion of some of the identified research issues and of how their investigation can 
be facilitated through the Facility’s physical and technological infrastructure. 

2   Towards a Fully Accessible AmI Research Facility 

Worldwide, with the exception of few efforts in the US (e.g., Georgia Tech’s Aware 
Home1, MIT’s House_n2) and in northern Europe (e.g., Philips’ HomeLab3, 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft’s inHaus4), addressing mainly the Smart Home environment, 
there are no large-scale multidisciplinary facilities or laboratories where different 
AmI technologies are being developed, integrated and tested in a real-life context. 

The AmI Facility of ICS-FORTH will act as a research nexus for studying and 
developing, under a human-centred perspective, related technologies, providing 
general-purpose and integrated solutions, and for assessing their impact on the 
individual, as well as on the society as a whole. The AmI Facility is also going to 
provide a showcase for demonstrating the potential added-value and benefits of AmI 
technologies in different aspects of everyday life and activities. In this direction, the 
AmI Facility aims at fostering the vision of AmI, facilitating multidisciplinary 
international collaborations, contributing towards strategic policy for an inclusive 
Information Society, and providing a focal point for technology transfer and 
dissemination of know-how to European industry.  

This Research Facility will occupy a two-floor building of approximately 2500 
square meters, comprising simulated AmI-augmented environments and their support 

                                                           
1 www.cc.gatech.edu/fce/ahri 
2 http://architecture.mit.edu/house_n 
3 http://www.research.philips.com/technologies/misc/homelab/index.html 
4 http://www.inhaus-duisburg.de 
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spaces (e.g., computer and observation rooms), laboratory spaces for developing and 
testing related technologies, staff offices and public spaces. It is intended to primarily 
address the application domains of housing, education, work, health, entertainment, 
commerce, culture and agriculture (e.g., gardening, farming), through dedicated 
spaces simulating typical everyday environments, such as a house, a class-room, a 
collaborative workplace, a multifunctional doctor’s office, an outdoor garden with a 
greenhouse and a multipurpose public “exhibition” space that can simulate diverse 
settings, ranging from a museum gallery to a shop section or a conference hall.  The 
simulated house will expand on two floors which will be linked through both a 
staircase and an elevator and will include an open-space living room, a kitchen, a 
house office, two bedrooms (one for adults and one for children) and a bathroom. The 
house will integrate numerous application scenarios including local, remote and 
automated home control, safety and security, health monitoring, independent living, 
(tele)working and entertainment.  

 

Fig. 1. Plans of the ground and first floor of the AmI Research Facility 

The Facility’s architectural plans of the ground and first floor are illustrated in  
Fig. 1. The numbered areas correspond to simulated AmI spaces as follows: (1) Home (two 
floors), (2) Education, (3) Workplace, (4) Health, (5) Entertainment, and (6) Exhibition. The 
areas adjacent to the simulated spaces (annotated with a plus symbol “+”) are support 
rooms, where the required technical infrastructure for administering the technology 
and “running” the software applications resides. These rooms have a two-fold role, 
since they can also serve as observatories for unobtrusively monitoring the usability 
and accessibility of the simulated environments while being used by potential end-
users (“residents”). 

The entire building has been designed to be accessible by people with disabilities, 
and follows DfA guidelines concerning stairs, elevators, ramps, corridors width, 
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accessible bath-room facilities, multimodal signs and labels, etc. In particular, the 
house simulator will constitute a prototype accessible house for disabled and elderly 
people. Additionally, the building design takes into account issues of easy orientation 
and navigation in the physical environment. 

The AmI simulators will be fully furnished, computationally empowered and 
networked, and will be equipped with a variety of interactive technologies and 
devices, including various types of robots, home automation equipment, cameras, 
presence and movement detection systems, wired and wireless sensors and sensors’ 
network, LCD displays of various dimensions (from very small to wall-displays), 
video and video synchronization equipment, image projectors, intelligent telephone 
devices, various medical devices (e.g., electronic cardiographer, blood-pressure 
monitor, vital signs monitor, body temperature monitor, etc), and personal mobility 
vehicles. 

3   Universal Access to Ambient Intelligence 

AmI is perceived as a technological development which should integrate universal 
access characteristics in a mainstream fashion, since, in such an in fieri technological 
environment, accessibility and usability of interactive technologies by users with 
different characteristics and requirements cannot be addressed through ad-hoc 
assistive technology solutions introduced once the main building components of the 
new environment are in place [2]. AmI is also considered as offering a range of new 
opportunities towards Universal Access, and in particular towards the integration of 
disabled and elderly people in the Information Society.  

One of main intrinsic benefits of AmI in this respect is identified in the emergence 
of new forms of interactive applications supporting every day activities by integrating 
(or, in some cases, substituting) limited human abilities with the intelligence spread in 
the environment, in such a way as to support independent living, higher quality of 
healthcare, easier interpersonal communication, etc (e.g., [6]). Rehabilitation 
applications of AmI technologies are also investigated (e.g., [7]). The concept of 
Ambient Assisted Living also relies on the exploitation of AmI technologies towards 
enhancing the independent living of the elderly and solving problems caused by the 
ageing of the European population [8].  

AmI environments will integrate a wide variety of interactive devices, in many 
cases equipped with built-in facilities for multimodal interaction and alternative 
input/output (e.g., voice recognition and synthesis, pen-based pointing devices, 
vibration alerting, touch screens, etc), or with accessories that facilitate alternative 
ways of use (e.g., hands-free kits), thus addressing a wider range of user and context 
requirements than the traditional desktop computer. It is likely, therefore, that some of 
the built-in possibilities offered will also satisfy the requirements of disabled users 
(e.g., blind users will benefit from the wider availability of voice input and output), 
thus facilitating the design of more accessible solutions and reducing the need of 
Assistive Technologies.  
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On the other hand, AmI environments will be very interaction intensive and 
humans will be constantly “surrounded” by a practically infinite number of small 
computers of different shapes and sizes. Thus, even minor or subconscious user 
actions such as breathing, stretching or making a noise, might unintentionally trigger 
different types of sensors, be misinterpreted and result in unpredictable reactions of 
the “intelligent” environment. These potential problems can become much worse in 
the case of the disabled and the elderly, since their physical actions may considerably 
vary from what may be considered as “typical” or “expected”.  

Considering the interaction problems that most people face today when interacting 
with just a single “typical” computer (e.g., desktop, laptop or PDA) which has very 
discrete and perceptible form and input/output communication channels, it is easy to 
imagine the consequences of having to interact with an undefined number of 
“invisible” computers distributed all over the surrounding environment, each one 
having its own input and output styles and interaction capabilities. In order to 
overcome such problems, there are two main strategies that can be employed: (a) 
equip individual computing devices with a certain level of intelligence that will 
allow them to function independently, communicate and co-operate with each other 
aiming to best serve the user’s goals and needs; and (b) provide the user with a 
higher and more intuitive level of control, beyond the current direct manipulation 
paradigm. In this context, there is a very fine balance between the level of user 
control and the independence of each “intelligent” machine. Providing too fine-
grained user control may lead to overwhelming complexity and mental overload, 
while unlimited machine independence may lead to technological nightmares. In this 
context, there are two key prerequisites for achieving universal access: (a) to 
manage, orchestrate and support seamless, high-quality, unobtrusive, and fault-
tolerant interaction between humans and the ambient technological environment in 
an efficient, effective and intuitive way, which also guarantees well-being, privacy 
and safety, and (b) to creatively combine the available, dispersed computing devices 
in order to provide useful, added-value, services, or, in other words to “put 
technology in good use”.  

Although the cost and availability of AmI technologies will be important factors 
for their wider spread and market success, the ultimate criterion for their public 
acceptance and use will be the extent to which people feel safe and comfortable using 
them, as well as whether it is people controlling the technology, or vice versa. Thus, 
Universal Access has a key role in the development of AmI environments and has the 
potential to make the difference between their ultimate success and adoption or their 
rejection by users. To this end, towards the vision of a universally accessible AmI 
environment, and in particular of the integration of disabled and elderly people, a 
number of research challenges arise [2], involving the entire development lifecycle of 
AmI technologies and environments, and requiring a considerable rethinking of how 
users are involved throughout the various design phases, as well as of how a 
multidisciplinary ‘common vocabulary’ can be achieved by the scientific community. 
The next section discusses some of the main challenges of Universal Access in the 
AmI context, outlining at a preliminary stage how a research facility such as the one 
mentioned in Section 2 can contribute to address them. 
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4   Research Challenges Towards Universal Access in AmI 
Environments 

4.1   Understanding Human Needs in the Ami Environments  

A prerequisite for the successful development of the AmI environment is that user 
requirements are appropriately captured and analysed. In particular, it is necessary to 
anticipate future computing needs in everyday life [9], and acquire an in-depth 
understanding of the factors which will determine the usefulness of diverse interactive 
artefacts in context. These requirements are likely to be more subjective, complex, 
and interrelated than in previous generations of technology. Under a Universal Access 
perspective, this implies incorporating the needs, requirements and preferences of all 
users, including disabled people. As a starting point towards an analysis of user’s 
requirements in AmI, studies have been conducted through the use of scenario 
techniques. For example, in [10], an extension of the ISTAG scenarios [1] is 
presented to cater for the case in which characters in the scenarios have disabilities. 
On the other hand, in [11], a ‘worst case scenario’ exercise has been conducted in 
order to identify risks which could be brought about by several types of problems in 
AmI environments. Scenarios provide a useful starting point, but can not be 
considered as sufficient to fully capture future human needs and expectations in a 
context still difficult to grasp. In fact, currently, it appears that the analysis of the new 
environment presents difficulties to both to the scientific and user communities [12]. 
Among scientists, due to the fast technological development, there is a tendency to 
limit interest to the identification of research issues from an individual discipline 
perspective. On the other hand, for the user community, and in particular for groups 
such as the disabled and the elderly, it is not easy to express needs and preferences. In 
order to contribute to the development, users should be made aware of the 
technological possibilities and potential approaches to build up the new environment.  

In this respect, it is planned to use the AmI facility as a vehicle to bring together 
multidisciplinary research teams and diverse user groups so as to start a constructive 
dialogue and establish a common vocabulary. This can be facilitated by the 
availability of a real AmI context in which to embed research and discussion [13, 14]. 
The main advantage is offered by the possibility of combining contextual and 
laboratory – based methods, with users fully immersed in a quasi-natural 
environment, while at the same time supporting continuous monitoring and recording 
of user activities in context for analysis purposes.  

4.2   Understanding the AmI Context of Use 

In AmI environments, the study of the context of use is of critical importance. With 
respect to more traditional interactive environments, the context of use in AmI is 
extended to include both the physical and social environment [5]. The number and 
potential impact of relevant factors increase dramatically with respect to conventional 
computing devices, particularly with respect to the (co-)presence of people, computing 
devices and other elements in the surrounding environment. This implies the necessity 
of monitoring every relevant element in context, and raises the issue of identifying the 
elements that should be monitored by each device, and the conditions and parameters 
according to which monitoring should take place. Various proposals have been put 
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forward in the literature in order to systematically analyse and address the notion of 
context in AmI environments (e.g., [15]). Roughly, available models distinguish among 
user-oriented context (i.e., the characteristics, roles and actions of users, as individuals 
and as groups, within the environments), environment-oriented context (i.e., physical 
characteristics of the environment, such as temperature, light, noise, etc), and platform-
oriented context (i.e., the characteristics of the many available interactive devices). 
While sensor, monitoring and recognition technologies offer the possibility to acquire 
massive context data, one of the bigger challenges for AmI remains how to model, 
reason about and exploit such data [5]. Overall, it appears that the issues related to the 
context of use in AmI are in need of extensive experimentation in order to test and 
compare different context models, improve approaches to context inference, experiment 
with the usefulness and usability of context-based automated action of the AmI 
environment, and investigate the users’ awareness and acceptance of such system’s 
initiatives. The availability of an AmI research facility will offer the opportunity to 
study the context of use in several ways, for example, by easily experimenting with and 
comparing, in the various simulated environments, different context-based approaches 
to automating system’s action and responses, as well as with domain-oriented issues for 
each of the addressed domains (health, education, housing, etc).  

4.3   Bridging Perspectives on ‘Design for All’ 

In the context of AmI, Universal Access will face new challenges posed by the pursue 
of proactive accessibility and usability of embedded  interactivity  “hidden” in a 
variety of interconnected, multifunctional artefacts [2]. This is due to the 
multifunctional nature of artefacts, and to the necessity to integrate interactive 
behaviours in everyday objects. It will therefore be necessary to investigate how 
interactive functions combine with other functions of artefacts, and how the design 
processes of the various functions interrelate. Universal Access will need to broaden 
its scope, as accessibility and usability of each device in isolation will be a necessary 
but not sufficient condition for the accessibility and usability of the overall distributed 
environment. It will therefore be necessary to investigate, under a Universal Access 
perspective, the factors that are dynamically involved in the integration and 
cooperation of all elements in the technological environment. This also implies a 
more close study of the similarities and differences of DfA in the architectural world 
and in the digital world, as these worlds will no longer be clearly separated, but, on 
the contrary, strictly interrelated. So far, while DfA in the domain of interactive 
applications and services was inspired by previous approaches to DfA in the built 
environment, it departed from the latter in that it recognised the need of adapted and 
personalised interactive solutions. In the context of AmI environments, it will be 
necessary to establish how these two approaches coexist and combine. One of the 
aspects which may be more affected by this convergence is, for example, navigation 
in the environment and navigation support. This is likely to require new design 
principles and new forms of adaptation, which will need to be carefully experimented 
with in real settings. The ICS-FORTH AmI Facility, due to its intrinsic architectural 
accessibility and flexibility (moving walls, possibility of rearranging each space 
according to the users’ needs, etc) will offer a unique opportunity to investigate these 
interrelationships in a multidisciplinary perspective and with the involvement and 
active participation of target users’ representatives.  
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4.4   Assessing Technological Solutions 

Evaluation of AmI technologies and environments will need to go beyond traditional 
usability evaluation in a number of dimensions, concerning assessment methods and 
tools as well as metrics [2]. Ubiquitous AmI technologies and systems such as 
personal digital assistants, wearable sensors, mobile phones, etc., challenge traditional 
usability evaluation methods, because the context of use can be difficult to recreate in 
a laboratory setting. This suggests that the evaluation of user’s experience with AmI 
technologies should take place in real world contexts. However, evaluation in real 
settings also presents difficulties, as there are limited possibilities of continuously 
monitoring users and their activities [14].  In this respect, the AmI facility will offer 
an ideal experimental environment, combining user experience in context with the 
availability of the necessary technical infrastructure for studying the users’ behavior 
over extended periods of time. Another relevant issue concerns the content of the 
evaluation. Performance-based approaches are not suitable for AmI systems, as they 
were developed for single user, desktop applications, and are usually applied in 
laboratory evaluations. Additionally, it is difficult to specify tasks that capture the 
complexity of everyday activities, and a more subjective view of the user experience 
is necessary. Qualities which may need to be taken into account in evaluating AmI 
technologies and environments include highly subjective factors such as attention, 
values, emotion, fun, privacy, and trust [2, 16]. Under a Universal Access perspective, 
accessibility of AmI environments is also an orthogonal concern, as AmI needs to be 
developed from start as fully accessible and inclusive, and the accessibility of 
interactive technologies will be deeply interrelated with the accessibility of the 
environment (see section 4.3). In the context of the above, the availability of the ICS-
FORTH AmI Facility will support the involvement of users with diverse 
characteristics and abilities in establishing, fine-tuning and validating appropriate 
assessment metrics, as well as in applying such metrics in user-based experiments at 
various stages of the usage lifecycle of AmI technologies. 

4.5   Preventing Risks 

In a situation in which technology may act on the physical environment without the 
direct intervention of humans, it is likely that new hazards will emerge for people’s 
health and safety [2, 11]. Possible malfunctions or even wrong interpretations of 
monitored data can lead to unforeseeable consequences, while the invisibility and 
distribution of technology could make it difficult to identify the source of the 
problem. This aspect is particularly important for disabled and elderly people, who 
will rely more heavily on the available facilities. Therefore, appropriate backup 
strategies must be elaborated. An important issue in this respect is the notion of 
redundancy (of information, communication channels, monitoring mechanisms, etc), 
which, through cross-checking mechanisms, can contribute towards increasing the 
correct functioning of the technological environment and minimising risks. It is 
particularly important that these backup strategies and any other mechanism 
developed to increase safety is tested under quasi-real conditions, such as those 
offered by the ICS-FORTH AmI Facility, where potential malfunctioning and 
misunderstandings can be safely simulated, and the effectiveness of such measures 
can be assessed with the direct participation of the users with different abilities. 
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5   Summary and Conclusions 

This paper has outlined some research issues which emerge from the evolution of the 
Information Society towards AmI environments, and has offered a preliminary sketch 
of how the ICS-FORTH AmI Facility can contribute towards addressing such 
challenges in a multidisciplinary fashion and with the direct involvement and active 
participation of the addressed user communities. Table 1 below summarises the main 
identified contributions. 

Table 1. Role of the AmI research facility towards Universal Access 

Current  UA Challenges Catalytic role of the AmI Research Facility 
Analysis of diverse user 

needs and expectations 
Direct experience of AmI for diverse users, stakeholders   
Simulated scenarios 
Combination of contextual and laboratory – based 

methods 
Continuous monitoring of user activities in various 

environments 
Study of diversity in the 

context of use 
Experimentation and comparison of different context 

models and inference mechanisms in various environments 
Capturing the users’ perception of the context of use 
Contexts for various environments/application domains 
Integration of various contexts in a single site 

Design for All 
approaches 

Elaborating and testing combined approaches to Design 
for All in the hybrid physical-digital environment 

Evaluation and testing Testing in quasi-real setting 
Availability of continuous monitoring 
Investigation and practice of evaluation methods and 

metrics for AmI 
Following the user experience lifecycle of AmI 

Technologies 
Safety issues Safe simulation of problems 

Assessment of backup strategies with the involvement of 
users 

The list of relevant issues presented in this paper is by no means exhaustive. For 
example, social implications of AmI environment and privacy issues would also need 
a detailed discussion as for their investigation in quasi-real settings. However, it is 
believed that the discussion in this paper contributes to an understanding of the 
potential role of the ICS-FORTH AmI Facility towards ensuring that AmI emerges 
and develops in a way that is acceptable and can be adoptee in the long run by all 
citizens in the Information Society, as well as towards facilitating and driving a 
smooth transition of AmI technologies from research into real-life situations.  
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